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Cordoba spain guided tour

Found 225 results in Cordoba Cordoba's magnificent Mosque Cathedral is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and one of Cordoba's most visited attractions. On this day trip from .. Read more 10 hours By: GranaVision Popularity: Booked by 3,177 travelers!3 hours By: EventourCordoba's fascinating heritage dates back to history and has been influenced by many, but find the best
spot for full appreciation.Read more 2 hours By: VisitoursCursions - Day tour popularity: 728 travelers booked A free 24-hour cancellation with reliable reviews and ratings lasts several hours each, under a series of different walking guided tours of the city of Cordoba. This is a tour of the famous Cordoba Mosque Cathedral, a tour of Giudelia, the former Jewish district of Cordoba, a
tour of Rome Cordoba, a sepaldic tour of Cordoba's Jewish heritage, and a cool evening Cordoba walking tour. Meskita Cathedral Guided Tour The Mosque Cathedral of Cordoba is a medieval Islamic mosque relocated to a Roman Catholic Christian cathedral. It is a stunning and charming building that symbolizes the many religious changes Cordoba has experienced over the
centuries. The construction of this wonderful monument began in 784 and lasted more than two centuries. Cordoba Monument Tour Our four-hour walking tour consists of a visit to Alcababa (Catholic Lord's Fortress), Synagogue, Jewish District and Mosque Cathedral. From Tuesday to Saturday until 10:30 a.m. Includes: The historic centre of Cordoba, the service of the audio
receiver of the Mosque Cathedral Cordoba by local qualified guides, tickets and night tours, is one of the largest in Europe, full of beautiful corners to discover beyond its famous Jewish district. Discover its secrets on an exquisite two-hour night tour through ancient alleys full of history and legends. Cordoba's treasures are especially beautiful in the fall of the night, which is a real
pleasure to walk through its historic street and square. Let the expert guide please you in this ancient and unknown aspect of Cordoba made to enjoy in an evening walk. 2 Nights Cordoba Experience: Spend 2 nights in the historic city of The Arabian Spa Entrance Cordoba with city tours and enjoy 3-star hotel accommodation, city tours and entrance to the Arabian Spa! Learn
them during a walking tour with a local guide of experts. Enjoy highlights like the Cathedral Mosque in Meschita-Cordoba, visit the luxurious Arabian spa Banoz Alaves de Cordoba for a relaxing 15-minute massage. Private walking tour of the patio of San Bassio in Cordoba A wonderful tour accompanied by a garden caretaker explaining all tours and their curiosity will have an
average duration of two hours when you enter the Sambasilio district (courtyard neighborhood) and the famous neighborhood of JewsIn these areas you will visit the famous Patio Cordoba, which was awarded with a festival award for different architecture, shapes and colors. It also includes the entrance to a small ethno-museum located in one of the courtyards dealing with the
history of the kitchen. Wine tasting of our land is included in the price of the entrance. You can enjoy in the tranquility of one of our courtyards thus getting all the essence of the cultural tradition of the Cordovan patio. Alcazar Reyes Cristianos: Official tour with tickets This tour will allow you to visit Alcazar, the Christian lord, one of Cordoba's most attractive monuments. Enjoy
stunning views from Leuor Garden and their gazebo. Stroll through the beautiful gardens and see features such as a pool, fish pond, fountain and orange tree. Medina Azahara Tour from Cordoba dates back time during this three-hour guided tour from Cordoba to Medina Azahara. Also known as the bright city, Medina Azahara is the ruins of a vast, fortified Arab-Muslim medieval
palace dating back to the 10th century. When Spain was under Moore's control. After a short bus trip, you can learn about the complex's fascinating history with a guided 90-minute walk. Visit the on-site museum, watch videos and see the remnants of mosques, ceremonial halls, palaces and workshops. Cordoba Patio Tour Experience one of Spain's most unique cultural wonders
during this two-hour semi-private tour of Cordoba's famous patio. The UNESCO World Heritage-listed Cordoba patio is known for its rich history and luxurious architecture, and is celebrated every May at the Patio Festival held every May. Visit three different patios during the tour, each with its own style and is full of plants, hanging artifacts and water elements. Explore the city of
Cordoba with our two-hour guided tour including a visit to the unique Cordoba Mosque Cathedral. Appreciate the wonderful architecture of the Mosque Cathedral and continue your tour to the Jewish District. Guests can also enjoy Montilla Morilles wines on the typical patio. Cordobassegway 2-hour sightseeing tour Take a guided tour around Cordoba and see the city's landmarks
and highlights such as Place de la Corredera, Piazza Tendillas, Piazza Captinos and Piazza Colon. Our official guide provides important cultural and historical information about the city. Cordoba Mosque Guided Tour provides professional guided guides and guided visits to discover the most relevant mosques in Cordoba and explain the technical and historical aspects of this
monument. Discover Cordoba's historic centre on the Cordoba Private Walking Tour, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. We date back 1.000 years to visit one of the wonders of the world: the Cathedral Mosque. Cordoba OlivesMills, wines and passionsSpanish is the world's largest manufacturer of olive oil, and 80% of Spain's total production is in Andalusia. The history of olive oil in
Spain spans 6,000 years ago when it appeared with Phoenician and Greek settlers. The importance of olive oil to Spain is not more important than the famous Spanish wine. The abundance of grape varieties and the vast land plantation make Spain the third largest wine producer in the world. On this tour, you can experience a combination of two of the world's most valuable items
of Spanish cuisine, olive oil and wine. This tour will take you to Cordoba's vast olive gro gro groons and the 18th-century olive oil factory in the charming white village. There you can learn about all the different properties of olive oil, cooking uses and health benefits. Experience a fun and delicious tasting session. Discover Cordoba's historic centre, a UNESCO World Heritage Site
on the Cordoba Group Walking Tour. We date back 1.000 years to visit one of the wonders of the world: the Cathedral Mosque. Casa Andorsi Entrance Ticket The Casa Andorsi, located in the heart of Cordoba's Jewish district next to the synagogue, opened in 1997 after a bitter restoration that restored the legacy of a symbolic and meaningful past generation. Its common name is
CordobasigroII (12th century Cordoba), and this house museum transports visitors to the Califate era and is a beautiful place full of charm where they can feel the excitement and atmosphere from that era. The Andalusian feel of the house is mixed with oriental style, with music that fills all inches, with scents and colors of flowers and their decorations. Night walking tours of
Cordoba's Old Town Enjoy walking tours around Cordoba, where you can explore the Jewish district, the Roman Bridge and local and cultural street. Travel to one of Andralsia's historic sites. Cordoba Terrace &amp; local tapas tour adventure Cordoba is one of the largest cities in southern Andalusia known for its rich culture, warm and charismatic people and good food. Local
and historic food and terrace hopping are a great way to experience Cordoba's best cuisine, especially when using local Andalusian guides. In this way, you will not only enjoy a great tour, but also taste the typical, local cuisine of the South. On this tour, you can get a taste of authentic Cordoba and taste authentic and traditional dishes such as mazamora, stewed oxtail,
Salmonejo, Spanish ham and cheese. This is perfect for great companies and food that you want to hop bar to bars for local and historical food. Enjoy a guided tour through Cordoba's patio during the Patio Festival. Stroll through the courtyard with 7 patios filled with lush vegetation and flowersDiscover many layers of Cordoba in royal history with our informative guides. Cordoba
Patio Tour Experience one of Spain's most unique cultural wonders during this two-hour semi-private tour of Cordoba's famous patio. The UNESCO World Heritage-listed Cordoba patio is known for its rich history and luxurious architecture, and is celebrated every May at the Patio Festival held every May. Visit three different patios during the tour, each with its own style and is full
of plants, hanging artifacts and water elements. Watch Cordoba's unique attractions on this two-hour walking tour on the roof of Cordoba's rooftop experience! The Cordoba Tapas Tour is another way to visit monumental and ancient cities like Cordoba and learn its meaning in the daily lives of food and people, which is one of the most important parts of the culture of southern
Spain. Enjoy a private tour! Starting with the Old Roman Bridge, walk around the Old Town to talk about Cordoba's history. Then we have to visit tapas in three different typical bars, while learning what is behind each dish in a historical and cultural context. Wine Tasting Cordobameskita Tour Explore Cordoba's amazing Cathedral Mosque on a two-hour walking tour! Explore rooms
such as Maxula and Christian chapels while appreciating contrasting architecture such as Mudehar, Baroque, Renaissance and Byzantine. The tour ends with a walk to one of Cordoba's beautiful patios and samples local Montilla Morils wine. Enjoy a night of fiery flamenco and fast-paced music at the Cordoba Flamenco Show at Tablao El Cardonal in Tablao El Cardeal Visit
Cordoba! Enjoy a drink while watching the amazing choreography on stage. Cordova Andalusian Cooking Class and Wine Pairing Learn how to cook Cordovan style in a 1.5-hour cooking class using wine in the heart of Cordoba. Heavily influenced by Cordoba's history, many of the city's typical dishes are made according to Christian, Jewish, Moorish and Roman traditions. Under
the careful eyes of the local chef, enjoy preparing the traditional Salmonejo (Gazpacho style soup) and Cora de Toro (hearty oxtail stew) at the local restaurant while learning about the heritage of Andalusian cuisine. Cordoba Hop-on-Hop-Off Bus goes to our sightseeing hop-on-hop-off bus Cordoba's most famous tourist attractions. WeYou sit down, relax and enjoy the best views
of the city. You can cut on and off at any of the 17 stops. You are also welcome to stay on board for a full tour. The bus tour includes pre-recorded commentary in 10 languages
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